Fra: Frank Rosenkilde <belairtattoo@live.dk>
Emne: VS: For the lawyer................
Dato: 5. september 2017 kl. 16.25.48 CEST
Til: Majbritt Petersen <b_majbritt@hotmail.com>

To the lawyer
As Founder and Director of the Tattoo Art Museum and Director of the Doctor
Norman Goldstein Tattoo Culture Reach Library: I would like to talk to anyone
who will listen and are in a position to help in the City of Copenhagen,
Denmark. There is a pending legal action being taken against a Tattoo
location at Nyhavn 17. This is the oldest known tattoo premises in the world.
Tattoo artists have used this location for way over a hundred years. Local
estimates take this tattoo address back into the 1880’s and maybe even
farther.
Nyhavn 17 is the most famous address in tattoo history. Every years
hundreds of people visit your fair city, One address is at the top of their list to
visit, Nyhavn 17.
I wished I was there to testify, to tell you of my trips to Copenhagen, just to
pay my respects to Nyhavn 17 it’s local. The water way just a crossed the
street and walkway from the shop. It would be a shame to see the TATTOO
sign come down after so many years. I knew Tattoo Ole, Tattoo Jack both
and listened to they’re stories about life at Nyhawn 17. I even had the thrill
doing a few tattoos at that location. In fact visiting tattoo artist looked forward
to being able to go home and brag, I tattooed at Nyhavn 17.
Tattooing has a rich colorful history, dating back long before recorded history.
Tattooing is more popular today than anytime in recorded history. With
thousands of tattoo locations all over the world.
Nyhavn 17 should became a Danish Historical Landmark.
Thank you for taking the time to read my honest plea. It would be a shame to
lose Nyhawn 17.
Yours receptively,

Lyle Tutlle.
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